Title: Employee Benefits Law: The Hidden Gap Enabling Sexual Orientation Discrimination in
Employment
INTRODUCTION
Thomas Bryant—a temporary employee at a cell phone supplies warehouse in Indiana—
demonstrated his value to his supervisors as a “good employee.”1 Even while being considered
for a permanent position at the warehouse, Bryant’s employers entrusted with him the
responsibility to train 50 new employees to handle expensive technological equipment.2 After
Bryant filed a complaint with the Human Resources Department citing harassment, the company
manager fired him, alleging that he smashed an expensive piece of equipment just before filing
the complaint.3 Despite Bryant’s and other witnesses’ statements denying that he smashed the
piece of equipment, the warehouse manager fired Bryant anyway on the basis of his “attitude”
and for having “provided misleading or inaccurate statements during investigation of his
harassment claim.”4 At this point, Bryant had worked there for over eight months, only 200
hours away from being eligible for a permanent employee position.5
The difference between Bryant and his co-workers was that he was openly gay at work,
and had filed a sexual harassment complaint for a co-worker’s overt anti-gay comments:
deliberately calling homosexuals “fags” on four occasions in Bryant’s presence.6 Bryant, after
seeking remuneration for being discriminated against on the basis of his sexual orientation, was
informed that there was no law in Indiana protecting individuals from discharge on the basis of
their sexuality.7
Bryant’s story is not an isolated instance of discrimination based on sexual orientation,
and it is certainly not limited to Indiana.8 In Virginia, a law firm refused to hire an attorney after
she informed them of her marriage to another woman, telling her that the firm would not hire a
lesbian.9 In Texas, J.C., an openly gay and distinguished10 senior director of marketing at a
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travel agency, was fired—despite receiving consistently high performance reviews at work—due
to alleged “departmental restructuring,” which took place directly after his new boss discovered
that he was gay.11 In Maine, an insurance company terminated Brad Nadeau—a closeted
homosexual—on the same day that an agency executive discovered that Nadeau was gay, in
contravention to the company’s policy of progressive discipline and Brad’s polished
performance reviews.12
In the current political discourse, there remains debate over whether major issues
affecting the gay community should be addressed by the states or the federal government,
including matters of school bullying and marriage.13 A number of public figures have contended
that such issues should be left for the States to govern.14 However, one lingering issue
concerning employee pension and welfare benefit plans, governed under the federal Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (“ERISA”),15 appears to have quietly raised the issue of
employment discrimination based on sexual orientation to the national stage.16
The former examples of discriminatory practices are all instances in which the employer
intentionally discriminated against an individual because of his or her sexuality.17 However,
there are also instances, notably in ERISA-governed employee benefits, in which employers
must discriminate against homosexuals, regardless of the employer’s intent.18 Because the
federal Defense of Marriage Act only recognizes marriage between members of the opposite sex
and because employee benefit plans are generally governed by ERISA, which is a federal law,
employees married to a person of the same sex are not provided the same federal tax treatment of
benefits provided to opposite-sex spouses, even in states like New York which prohibit
employment discrimination based on sexual orientation.19 As a result, unlike with opposite-sex
spouses, “the value of any employer-provided health coverage for a same-sex spouse” will be
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taxable income to the employee, and “any premiums the employee pays for same-sex spouse
coverage must be paid with after-tax dollars.20 Thus, in addition to the social discrimination
issues highlighted in the introductory paragraphs above, there may also be unintentional
economic discrimination issues that result from current federal legislation.
Further, while the denial of same-sex spousal benefits has technically been ruled to be a
discriminatory employment practice,21 the courts have found that there is no protection from or
remedies available under such employment discrimination under ERISA or Title VII and other
federal anti-discrimination laws.22 As an example, the recent Massachusetts District Court
decision in Partners Healthcare System v. Sullivan sheds light on the ineffectiveness of state
laws to protect workers from sexual orientation discrimination in the employment context.23
Ironically, this case involved a claim of reverse discrimination: an employee filed suit against his
employer, Partners Healthcare System (“Partners”), for offering employee welfare benefit plans
governed by ERISA to same-sex, but not to heterosexual, unmarried domestic partners.24 The
employee relied on Chapter 151B, section 4 of the Massachusetts General Laws, which bars
sexual orientation discrimination in the workplace, alleging that granting benefits to same-sex
couples and not to heterosexual couples constituted illegal discrimination.25 The court ruled in
favor of Partners and quashed the state-law-based sexual orientation discrimination claim
because: (1) the federal ERISA statute preempted26 the Massachusetts state anti-discrimination
law where it “related to” the administration of ERISA plans;27 and (2) without any federal
legislative protection against sexual orientation discrimination that covers private sector workers,
there is no cause of action that could be brought against the employers for the discrimination
alleged.28
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Provided the continual, invidious, and recognized history of discrimination based on
sexual orientation in the United States,29 this Note explores the background of the United States
system of employment law30 and focuses both on ERISA’s treatment of state laws that prohibit
sexual orientation discrimination in employment, as well as on the effect of federal antidiscrimination laws on ERISA litigation.31 The purpose of this Note is two-fold: first, to
demonstrate how, vis-a-vis the current body of ERISA law, state anti-discrimination laws are
ineffective to protect individuals against sexual orientation discrimination in employment; and
second, how this issue alone raises the issue of sexual orientation discrimination to the federal
level, demonstrating the need for federal legislation to proscribe such action.
This Note will proceed as follows: Part I will provide a snapshot of the pervasiveness of
sexual orientation discrimination in the American workplace that persists to this day; Part II will
examine the foundations and present state of United States employment law, demonstrating the
dearth of adequate protection for lesbian, gay, and bisexual individuals in the workplace, as well
as the status of potential federal legislation relating to employment discrimination based on
sexual orientation; Part III will explain the ERISA statute, review the present treatment of its
preemption clause, and discuss, in further detail, the Partners case and the impact of ERISA
preemption of state anti-discrimination laws protecting employees from discrimination based on
sexual orientation. Finally, this Note concludes that the gap in employment discrimination law,
providing employers with immunity to discriminate on the basis of sexual orientation, including
with respect to claims under ERISA-governed employee benefit plans, can only be eliminated by
federal legislative action that prohibits discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation in
employment.32
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I. BACKGROUND
A. Statistics On Sexual Orientation Discrimination
A large body of statistical evidence demonstrates the pervasiveness of discrimination
against lesbian, gay, and bisexual (“LGB”)33 individuals in the workplace. According to the
2008 General Social Survey (“GSS”)34, a national probability survey utilizing a nationally
representative sample of LGB-identified people, 27.1 percent of all LGB employees experienced
at least one form of discrimination between 2003 and 2007, which for purposes of the survey
includes harassment and termination of employment.35 Of the 80 sexual minority respondents
who completed the GSS, 42 percent of them experienced—at some point in their lives—at least
one form of employment discrimination due to their sexual orientation.36 A 2009 survey
conducted by the Human Rights Campaign Foundation (“HRC”)37 noted that 17 percent of
lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (“LGBT”) individuals were not open about their sexuality
as a result of their “fear of getting fired.”38 In addition, the survey found that almost 10 percent
of LGBT employees heard their supervisor make negative comments about LGBT individuals.39
In 2009, the Out & Equal Workplace Survey determined that 44 percent of LGBT individuals
experienced some form of discrimination in the workplace as a result of their sexual
orientation.40
Furthermore, there is strong evidence of wage disparities between homosexual and
heterosexual co-workers based on studies that accounted for productivity characteristics.41
While the wage gaps identified in the studies vary, heterosexual workers’ earnings ranged from
10 percent to 32 percent greater than similarly situated homosexual workers’ earnings.42 Such
evidence illustrates that sexual orientation discrimination results in substantial economic harm to
LGB individuals, potentially “reducing their earnings by thousands,” presumably annually.43
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Additionally, a 2002 study indicated that gay men earned 11 percent to 27 percent less than the
average national wage, and lesbians earned 5 percent to 14 percent less than the average national
wage.44
B. Government and Academic Acknowledgments of LGB Discrimination
Aside from statistical analyses, a variety of judicial opinions and legal scholars
throughout the United States have acknowledged a history and pattern of discrimination based on
sexual orientation in the country, including in the workplace. In determining whether a
prosecutor’s references to the defendant’s homosexuality inhibited the jury’s ability to render a
fair decision in a criminal trial,45 the majority opinion by Chief Judge Tacha of the 10th Circuit
noted that “gays and lesbians are routinely subject to invidious bias in all corners of society.”46
In the opinion, the court referred to Richard A. Posner’s47 book, Sex and Reason, which states:
“The history of social policy toward homosexuals in Western culture since Christ is one of
strong disapproval, frequent ostracism, social and legal discrimination, and at times ferocious
punishment.”48 Chief Judge Tacha’s opinion also referred to intolerance of homosexuals at the
highest level of government by citing U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice Burger’s concurring
opinion in Bowers v. Hardwick,49 where Justice Burger noted that:
Condemnation of [homosexual sodomy] is firmly rooted in Judeo-Christian moral
and ethical standards . . . Blackstone described “the infamous crime against
nature” as an offense of “deeper malignity” than rape, a heinous act “the very
mention of which is a disgrace to human nature,” and “a crime not fit to be
named.” . . . To hold the act of homosexual sodomy is somehow protected as a
fundamental right would be to cast aide millennia of moral teaching.50
More recently, the opinion in Perry v. Schwarzenegger51 referenced testimony by Kenneth
Miller, a political scientist, who stated that, “there are some gays and lesbians who are fired from
their jobs, refused work, paid less, and otherwise discriminated against in the workplace because
of their sexual orientation.”52 Overall, 19 state and federal courts in 26 different judicial
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opinions have concluded that LGB individuals have faced a history of discrimination as a result
of their sexual orientation.53
Other branches of the federal government have also acknowledged that members of the
LGB community face widespread workplace discrimination. Congresswoman Tammy Baldwin,
in support of enacting federal legislation to prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation,
said before a session of Congress that there is a “clear record demonstrating [] employment
discrimination based on sexual orientation . . .”54 In regards to the Defense of Marriage Act,
U.S. Attorney General Eric H. Holder, Jr., delivered a statement—on behalf of President Barack
Obama—recognizing “a documented history of discrimination” against sexual minorities.55 The
statement specifically relates to President Obama’s decision to no longer defend its
constitutionality.56
II. PRESENT STATE OF EMPLOYMENT LAW
A. Presumption of Employment At Will
With the exception of Montana,57 the controlling doctrine of United States employment
law is the concept of “employment at will.”58 In a classic statement of the employment at will
doctrine, Judge Ingersoll wrote:
men must be left . . . to discharge or retain employes [sic.] at will for good cause
or for no cause, or even for bad cause without thereby being guilty of an unlawful
act per se. It is a right which an employe [sic.] may exercise in the same way, to
the same extent, for the same cause or want of cause as the employer.59
In laymen’s terms, Charles J. Muhl described it as an employment relationship that is
“terminable by either the employer or employee for any reason whatsoever.”60 Under a purely
employment at will scheme, employees may be lawfully terminated because of their sexual
orientation.61 While employment at will generally does not control in employment relationships
that are governed by employment contracts that either specify a definite term of employment62 or
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provide a clause limiting termination to “just cause,”63 it is the rare case that an employee will
have sufficient bargaining power to exact promises from the employer to “alter[] the
presumptively at will nature of the employment relationship.”64
B. State Common Law Exceptions to Employment At Will
Beginning in 1959 with Petermann v. International Brotherhood of Teamsters,65 state
courts adopted common law exceptions to the at will employment doctrine to protect employees
from discharge for “bad cause.”66 However, these exceptions still fail to provide adequate
protection for employees from sexual orientation discrimination in employment.67 There are
three major exceptions to the employment at will doctrine.68 First, the “public policy” exception,
which is also the most widely accepted exception,69 provides that an employee may not be
discharged when the termination violates an explicit, well-established public policy of the state.70
The ambiguousness of the phrase “public policy” has led some courts to reject the exception
entirely,71 while most courts have limited the exception to policies “clearly enunciated”72 in a
State’s constitution, statute, or administrative rules.73 Since less than half of the states have
express laws prohibiting workplace discrimination based on a person’s sexual orientation,74 it
follows that the “public policy” exception will not prove especially helpful in protecting LGB
individuals from workplace discrimination on the basis of their sexual orientation.75
Second, the “implied-contract” exception is established when an employer conveys a
statement, either orally or in writing, to an employee regarding job security or specific
procedures that the employer will follow prior to a worker’s termination of employment.76
While the majority of “implied-contract” cases are based on specific terms and conditions set
forth in the employer’s handbook,77 employers “can effectively disclaim any implied contractual
obligation arising from such provisions” merely by including provisions in the employee
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handbook that employment at the workplace remains at will and that the employee handbook is
not a contract.78 The other common basis of an “implied-contract” claim comes from oral
representations made by a hiring official to a potential employee.79 Considering that only 38
states recognize the “implied-contract” exception as well the relative ease with which an
employer can avoid an “implied-contract” obligation, either by not making oral representations
or including limiting provisions in employee handbooks, it is not a practical means to effectively
prohibit employment discrimination against LGB individuals.
Third, the “covenant of good faith” exception, which is only recognized in 11 states,80
creates a cause of action for breach of contract where a contracting party acts to deprive another
party of the benefit of the contract—i.e., conduct which will have the effect of destroying or
injuring the right of the other party to receive the fruits of the contract.81 Where the jurisdiction
recognizes this exception, the covenant of good faith is implied into every employment
relationship.82
This exception has been interpreted to limit employers’ ability to discharge employees
with the purpose of frustrating the employee’s contractual right to receive particular “fruits” or
benefits of their employment agreement.83 For example, in Fortune v. National Cash Register
Co., the Massachusetts court found that Fortune, a salesman whose employment was terminated
the day after making a $5 million sale resulting in a 100% commission earned by Fortune, could
bring suit for a breach of good faith and fair dealing against his employer National Cash
Register—despite the fact that he was an employee at will—because Fortune provided evidence
suggesting that the employer sought to deprive Fortune of all the compensation due to him from
his commissioned sale, which demonstrated bad faith.84
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Considering that the “covenant of good faith” exception applies only when an employer
strategically times an employee’s termination in order to prevent the vesting of benefits or
compensation for the purpose of destroying or injury the right to the employee to receive the
fruits of the contract, this does not serve to protect individuals from discriminatory employment
actions motivated because of the individual’s sexual orientation.85 This, compounded with the
fact that 39 states do not recognize this exception, leaves a dearth of protection for LGB
individuals in the workplace. Even when considering the less popular common law exceptions
to at will employment, including “intentional infliction of emotional distress, intentional
interference with a contract, and promissory estoppel or detrimental reliance on employer
representations,”86 there remains a substantial lack of common law protection for LGB
employees from workplace discrimination.
C. Constitutional Protection Against Discrimination
The original body of the Constitution provides no protection for individuals from
discrimination.87 However, in 1868, the passage of the Fourteenth Amendment provided a
constitutional safeguard against state-governmental discrimination with the passage of the Equal
Protection Clause.88 While the Fourteenth Amendment was introduced during the
Reconstruction Era after the Civil War, which would appear to imply that its purpose was solely
to prohibit discrimination based on race, the Supreme Court interpreted the Equal Protection
Clause to apply in cases involving government-created distinctions that confer a benefit to one
group of individuals to the detriment of another.89 In such cases, depending on the type of
government classification in question, the government must at least prove that the legally-created
distinction promotes a valid and legitimate state interest, also known as “rational basis
scrutiny”90; however, where the government classification is more suspect, the Equal Protection
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Clause requires that the government provide a stronger state interest—i.e., a more significant
reason for discriminating—to justify the more contentious basis of discrimination.91 A
government classification is more or less suspect depending on certain considerations, including:
whether the distinction is based on an immutable characteristic, like race or gender92; the ability
of the group to protect itself through the political process93; as well as the history of
discrimination against the group94—e.g., disabled individuals.95 This constitutional safeguard to
be protected from unjustified discrimination has been extended to the federal-governmentcreated distinctions in Bolling v. Sharpe, in which the Court incorporated the Equal Protection
Clause to the federal government through the Fifth Amendment’s Due Process Clause under the
theory that the concepts of equal protection and due process stem from the “American ideal of
fairness.”96
The courts have applied the Equal Protection Clause to governmental distinctions that
treat individuals disparately on the basis of sexual orientation.97 In Romer v. Evans, the United
States Supreme Court reviewed the constitutionality of Colorado’s “Amendment 2” of its state
constitution,98 which prohibited the Colorado government99 from “enforc[ing] any statute,
regulation, ordinance or policy” that protects LGB individuals from discrimination on the basis
of their sexual orientation and also prohibited the inclusion of sexual orientation as a protected
class in Colorado’s general anti-discrimination laws, policies, and regulations.100 Justice
Kennedy, in the Court’s majority opinion, found “Amendment 2” unconstitutional under the
Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause, as it lacked any legitimate government
interest to support the governmental distinction based on sexuality, provided the Court’s finding
that the law was merely “born of animosity”101 and the “bare . . . desire to harm a politically
unpopular group,”102 since the majority could not surmise of any possible legitimate purpose for
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the constitutional amendment in question.103 The majority noted that mere animosity, without
more, is not a sufficient governmental purpose to survive the equal protection clause’s
requirement that governmental regulations have at least a “legitimate” purpose.104 Recently, in
Perry v. Brown,105 a case regarding the constitutionality of California’s Proposition 8 banning
same-sex marriage, the Ninth Circuit applied a “heightened rational basis scrutiny derived from
Romer v. Evans.”106
Despite the protection that the Fourteenth Amendment provided in Romer, it is not a
sufficient guarantee against discrimination on the basis on sexual orientation in the workplace, as
it does not apply beyond state and federal government actions. The Romer Court notes that it
does not provide Congress with the authority “to prohibit discrimination in public
accommodations”107 and, in Shelley v. Kramer, the Court noted that the “[Fourteenth]
Amendment erects no shield against merely private conduct, however discriminatory or
wrongful.”108 According to a survey conducted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in 2010, there
are 107.8 million people employed in the private sector in the United States.109 Provided that
there is no “special right” to be free from discrimination110 as derived in either the U.S.
Constitution or in common law,111 it is left to the courts and the legislature to provide for antidiscrimination legislation, policy, or regulations.112
D. Federal Prohibitions of Discrimination Based on Sexual Orientation
In response to the “harshness” of the employment at will doctrine, as well as the
insufficiency of constitutional protection, the United States Congress enacted a number of
statutory exceptions to allay public dissatisfaction with the doctrine.113 Most, if not all, of these
federal statutes, which place limitations on the types of causes for which employees may be
discharged,114 do not protect employees from discrimination on the basis of their sexuality.115
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Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (“Civil Rights Act”), provides that: “It shall be an
unlawful employment practice for an employer—to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any
individual, or otherwise to discriminate against any individual . . . because of such individual’s
race, color, religion, sex, or national origin . . .”116 An individual’s sexual orientation is not a
protected class under the Civil Rights Act.117 While at one point there may have been an open
question in regards to whether “sexual orientation” could be incorporated into “sex” as a
protected class under Title VII, the almost unanimous response of the U.S. Circuit Courts has
been in the negative.118 For example, in 2001, the Third Circuit noted that “[i]t is clear, however,
that Title VII does not prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation.”119
In 1998, President Clinton amended Section 1 of Executive Order 11478120 to include
“sexual orientation,” thereby prohibiting discrimination on the basis of one’s sexual
orientation.121 However, this Order is explicitly limited to the Executive Branch’s civilian
employment.122 While the Executive Order “does not and cannot create any new enforcement
rights (such as the ability to proceed before the Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO)
Commission),”123 it led Cabinet level agencies to issue similar policy statements prohibiting
discrimination based on sexual orientation.124 In fact, “[s]ome of the agencies have developed
parallel EEO complaint procedures allowing federal employees to file EEO complaints based on
sexual orientation within their agencies.”125
Aside from the inherently limited executive order, the single piece of enacted federal
legislation that is aimed at preventing discrimination which includes discrimination based on
sexual orientation, although not explicitly, is the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978.126 Section
105(b)(10) of the Act, prohibiting certain government agencies127 from “discriminat[ing] . . . on
the basis of conduct which does not adversely affect the performance of the employee or
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applicant or the performance of others,”128 has been interpreted by the U.S. Office of Personnel
Management129 to prohibit discrimination on the basis of one’s sexual orientation.130
In consideration of the “the history and widespread pattern of discrimination on the basis
of sexual orientation” as well as the lack of protective legislation to prevent employment
discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation “by private sector employers and local, State,
and Federal Government employers,” Congress has considered enacting legislation to outlaw
sexual orientation discrimination in employment.131 As a primary example, Representative
Barney Frank introduced the Employment Non-Discrimination Act (“ENDA”) into the House of
Representatives on April 6, 2011.132 ENDA would make it unlawful for employers to “fail or
refuse to hire or to discharge any individual, or otherwise discriminate against any individual
with respect to the compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment of the
individual, because of such individual’s actual or perceived sexual orientation or gender
identity.”133 The Bill would also protect employees from employer retaliation for asserting their
rights under the Act.134 Employers covered under the provisions of the Act include: private
sector employers with 15 or more employees,135 labor organizations,136 and most “employers
covered by Title VII, including the states.”137 ENDA provides for the same powers of
enforcement of the Act as Title VII and sections 302 and 304 of the Government Employee
Rights Act of 1991.138 The Bill is presently in the House Judiciary’s Subcommittee on the
Constitution.139 ENDA is “consistent with existing federal law and requires no changes in
enforcement mechanisms.140 This Bill, if passed, would grant the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (“EEOC”) and other appropriate agencies the power to enforce its
provision,” while also allowing for private action if the employee’s complaint is not resolved by
the EEOC.141
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Presently, there is no federal statute prohibiting employment discrimination on the basis
of an employees’ sexuality in the private sector.142 As a result, a large number of Americans are
left unprotected from discrimination as a result of their sexual orientation; furthermore, the states
and local municipalities are left to decide whether to pass statutes and ordinances to protect
employees in state employment and the private sector.143
E. Prohibitions of Workplace Discrimination Based on Sexual Orientation Among the States and
the District of Columbia
After Romer v. Evans, state legislation or state constitutional amendments that denied
LGB individuals protection from anti-discrimination laws on the basis of their sexuality have
been deemed unconstitutional, and thereby unenforceable under the Equal Protection Clause of
the 14th Amendment.144 Only 23 states and the District of Columbia have provided some form
of protective measure for LGB individuals in the face of employment discrimination due to their
sexuality.145 However, some of the state anti-discrimination laws are limited in scope by
restricting their application only to public employees.146 All state laws that prohibit sexual
orientation discrimination exempt religious organizations, and many exempt specific non-profit
or tax-exempt organizations as well.147 Appendix A provides a state-by-state review of the antidiscrimination legislation, policies, or lack thereof, in each state.
APPENDIX A148
* The term “limited” refers to laws that only apply to a limited sector of employment.
No Statewide
Statewide
Limited* Sexual
Prohibition
Sexual
Orientation
Against Sexual
Orientation
AntiOrientation
AntiDiscrimination
Discrimination
Discrimination
Law
Law
Alabama
X149
Alaska
X150
Arizona
X151
Arkansas
X152
California
X153
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Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of
Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia

X154
X155
X156
X157
X158
X160

X161

X159

X162

X163

X164

X165
X166
X167

X168
X169
X170

X171

X172

173

X
X174
X175
X176

X177
X178
X179
181

X

182

X
X183
X184
X185

X186

X187

X188

X189
X190
X191
X192
X193

X194

195

X

X196

197

X
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X180

Wisconsin
Wyoming

X198

X199

III. THE CURRENT STATUS OF ERISA LITIGATION
A. An Overview of the ERISA Statute
ERISA creates “a comprehensive federal scheme for the regulation of employee
pension200 and welfare benefit plans offered by private-sector employers,”201 and effectively
serves to create minimum standards for employee benefit plans that are created in the private
sector.202 ERISA also requires that participants be regularly informed about their benefit plans,
imparts accountability of plan fiduciaries, and provides participants with the right to sue for
benefits and breaches of fiduciary duty.203
The United States Supreme Court in Egelhoff v. Egelhoff notably described that the
purpose of ERISA “is to enable employers to establish a uniform [federal] administrative
scheme, which provides a set of standard procedures to guide processing of claims and
disbursement of benefits.”204 More specifically, its intended purposes are to: create a
“comprehensive statute for the regulation of employee benefit plans”; protect “participants and
beneficiaries in private-sector employee benefit plans”205; and assure that participants receive
promised benefits from their employers.206 To achieve the latter two aims, ERISA “provid[es]
for appropriate remedies, sanctions, and ready access to the federal courts.”207 While employers
are not required to provide pension or welfare benefit plans, those private employers that choose
to do so must comply with the statute.208
ERISA regulates “employee benefit plans,” which encompasses retirement plans and
welfare benefit plans, which further includes plans providing “medical, surgical, or hospital care
or benefits, or benefits in the event of sickness, apprenticeship or other training programs, or day
care centers, scholarship funds, or prepaid legal services . . .”209 Additionally, ERISA may
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regulate “severance pay arrangements” and “supplemental retirement income payments,” which
calculates cost of living adjustments into the pension benefits of retirees.210 However, employee
benefit plans maintained to comply with “applicable workmen’s compensation laws or
unemployment compensation or disability insurance laws” as well as plans that are maintained
outside of the United States” are explicitly exempt from ERISA’s purview of authority.211
ERISA section 502(a) provides a private right of action against employers who fail to
comply with the statutory requirements regulating employee benefit plans.212 The ERISA statute
provides individuals with the right to file a civil suit under ERISA in order to, inter alia: (1)
“redress the failure of a plan administrator to provide information required by ERISA’s reporting
and disclosure requirements”213; (2) recover benefits due under the terms of the plan, to enforce
rights under the plan, or to clarify rights to future benefits under the terms of the plan214; (3)
“receive appropriate relief due to breaches of fiduciary duty”215; (4) “enjoin any act or practice
which violates ERISA or the terms of the plan, as well as to obtain other appropriate equitable
relief to redress such violations”216; and (5) “collect civil penalties.”217
The ERISA statute does not contain any anti-discrimination provisions in regards to the
creation, application, or provision of employee benefit plans218 with the exception of two
provisions addressing age discrimination.219 First, ERISA prohibits “a defined benefit plan from
ceasing accruals or reducing the rate of accrual on account of the employee’s age.”220 Second,
there is a provision that allocations to an employee’s account may not cease or decrease on the
basis of the individual’s age for defined contribution plans.221
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B. ERISA Preemption and Federal Anti-Discrimination Law
While ERISA does not contain anti-discrimination clauses on subjects other than age
discrimination, employers do not have carte blanche to discriminate against statutorily protected
classes of individuals.222
Notably, ERISA section 514(d) provides that federal laws are not preempted by ERISA
and ERISA should not be “construed to alter, amend, modify, invalidate, impair, or supersede
any law of the United States . . . or any rule or regulation issued under any such law.”223 As a
result, federal anti-discrimination laws, including Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, apply
to employee benefit plans concurrently with ERISA.224 For example, in Shaw v. Delta Air Lines,
the United States Supreme Court noted that Title VII is applicable to employee benefit plans
governed by ERISA, meaning the distribution of ERISA-governed benefits cannot violate Title
VII.225
In fact, the unanimous Court opinion in Shaw recognized that ERISA was passed by
Congress with the intention that federal anti-discrimination laws control over employee benefit
plans.226 Analyzing the legislative history of the statute, the Shaw Court noted that Senator
Williams, in response to a question over whether the ERISA bill should require “nondiscrimination” in ERISA plans, said that such an amendment was unnecessary and undesirable
since Title VII already prohibited discrimination in benefit plans, and also that Senator Williams
stated, “the thrust toward centralized administration of nondiscrimination [sic.] in employment
must be maintained. And I believe this can be done by the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission under terms of existing law.”227 The Court also recognized similar sentiment on the
floor of the House by Representatives Abzug and Dent.228 In the Court’s own words, “These
exchanges demonstrate only the obvious: that §514(d) does not preempt federal law.”229
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C. ERISA Preemption and State Laws Generally
ERISA is generally recognized as having a broad preemption clause.230 ERISA section
514(a) provides that the statute will “supersede any and all State laws insofar as they . . . relate to
any employee benefit plan covered by ERISA.”231 While “relate to” was initially given an
expansive interpretation, the preemption clause has been limited in slight ways both statutorily
and jurisprudentially.232 The Shaw Court recognized that while “[s]ome state actions may affect
employee benefit plans in too tenuous, remote, or peripheral a manner to warrant a finding that
the law ‘relates to’ the plan,”233 it held that generally a law “related to” an employee benefit plan,
in the normal sense of the phrase, if it has a “connection with or reference to” such a plan.”234
For example, when employing this definition, the Shaw Court found that the New York State
Human Rights Law—which prohibited employers from discriminating on the basis of pregnancy
when structuring employee benefit plans—“clearly ‘relate[d] to’ benefit plans” as it would
generally affect the administration of ERISA plans.235 The Court also stressed that the ERISA
preemption language in section 514(a) should be construed in a “broad sense” since it otherwise
“would have been unnecessary to exempt generally applicable state criminal statutes from preemption [sic.] in §514(b) . . .”236 In 1997, the United States Supreme Court in California
Division of Labor Enforcement v. Dillingham Construction, N.A. affirmed its holding in Shaw
that a law “relates to” an employee benefit plan if it (1) “has a connection with,” or (2)
“reference to” an employee benefit plan.237
The Dillingham Court held that to determine if a state law has a “connection with” an
ERISA plan, courts will look to “the objectives of the ERISA statute as a guide to the scope of
the state law that Congress understood would survive,” as well as to the “nature and effect of the
state law on” an ERISA plan.238 In Mackey v. Lanier Collection Agency & Service, Inc., the
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Supreme Court further held that state laws “reference” ERISA plans if the law specifically refers
to the plan, or if the existence of the plan “is essential to the law’s operation.”239 The Mackey
Court held that state laws which “reference” ERISA plans are automatically preempted,
regardless of whether they are consistent or inconsistent with the goals of ERISA, 240 except for
state laws regulating insurance, banking, and securities which are explicitly exempted by
statute.241
Notably, there was a shift in the judicial treatment of ERISA’s preemption of state laws
beginning with the Supreme Court’s decision in New York State Conference of Blue Cross &
Blue Shield Plans v. Travelers Ins. Co.242 Before the Travelers decision in 1995, the Court’s
analysis of ERISA preemption began with the notion that Congress intended to preempt state
laws broadly.243 However, in Travelers, the Court began its analysis of ERISA preemption of
state laws with the “presumption that Congress does not intend to supplant state laws.”244
Additionally, the Court noted that the “basic thrust of the pre-emption . . . clause was to avoid a
multiplicity of regulation in order to permit nationally uniform administration of employee
benefit plans.”245 Thus, all considered, the Court found that state laws dealing with areas
expressly covered by ERISA, including funding, reporting, and disclosure, are preempted under
Travelers, so state laws that: (1) mandate benefits, structures or their administration; (2) bind
employers or administrators to particular choices or preclude uniform administrative practice,
thereby regulating ERISA plans; or (3) provide alternate enforcement mechanisms, are
preempted.246
D. ERISA Preemption Of State Anti-Discrimination Laws
Shaw served as one of the first and most integral cases concerning the issue of ERISA’s
preemptive force over state anti-discrimination laws, and its holding directly illustrates the
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inability of states to effectively prohibit employment discrimination as it relates to ERISAgoverned benefit plans.247 Shaw, mentioned briefly above, involved the case of three female
employees who filed suit against their respective employers for failing to include benefits for
employees disabled as a result of pregnancy in their ERISA plans.248 One employee filed suit
against the employers using New York State Human Rights Law, which protected individuals
from discriminatory employment actions—including in employee benefit plans—on the basis of
an employees’ sex, which had been interpreted by the New York Court of Appeals to include the
disparate treatment of pregnancy from other non-occupational disabilities.249
The Shaw Court faced the question of whether the New York State anti-discrimination
law could be applied to ERISA plans or whether ERISA preempted the state law.250 In the
Court’s analysis of ERISA preemption, it looked to the scope of Title VII at the time.251 The
court noted that at the time the ERISA-covered plans were created, the state anti-discrimination
law had exceeded the protections of Title VII, which did not then proscribe employment
discrimination on the basis of an employee’s pregnancy.252 It was not until afterward that the
Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978 added a provision in the Civil Rights Acts of 1964 to
prohibit discrimination based on pregnancy, and thus it did not preside over the employee benefit
plans in question.253 After recognizing the breadth of the ERISA preemption clause based on the
language of the statute as well as its legislative history,254 the Court held that the New York State
anti-discrimination law was preempted by ERISA for the following two reasons: (1) the state law
“relate[d] to” the ERISA plans as noted above;255 and (2) there are no statutory exceptions to
ERISA section 514(a)’s preemption clause to save the law from preemption.256
While the Court’s reasoning for the first prong is noted above,257 Justice Blackmun’s
analysis of the second prong began with an analysis of the ERISA preemption clause itself.258
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Again, ERISA section 514(d) provides that the statute shall not “be construed to alter, amend,
modify, invalidate, impair, or supersede any [federal law].”259 However, the Court
acknowledged that Title VII expressly preserves state anti-discrimination laws, considering that
“Title VII expressly preserves nonconflicting [sic.] state laws”260 and “Title VII requires
recourse to available state administrative remedies.”261 Given the EEOC’s reliance on state
agencies to handle federal discrimination claims brought by employees, Justice Blackmun, in a
unanimous court opinion, held that state anti-discrimination laws may not be preempted where
they provide the same protections as those provided for in federal anti-discrimination laws.262
The Shaw Court described how the EEOC relies on state law and agencies in processing
discrimination claims. Title VII claims brought before the EEOC are referred to the respective
state agencies and the EEOC often defers to state administrative determinations.263 Considering
the EEOC’s reliance on state agencies, the unanimous Court opinion noted that “[g]iven the
importance of state fair employment laws to the federal enforcement scheme, pre-emption of the
Human Rights Law would impair Title VII to the extent that the Human Rights Law provides a
means of enforcing Title VII's commands.”264
Justice Blackmun described that before ERISA’s enactment, employees claiming
discrimination in connection with a benefit plan would have their complaints referred to the New
York State Division of Human Rights, so if ERISA preempted Human Rights Law entirely with
respect to covered benefit plans, “the State no longer could prohibit the challenged employment
practice and the state agency no longer would be authorized to grant relief. The EEOC thus
would be unable to refer the claim to the state agency.” Thus, to preempt state antidiscrimination laws entirely would, in the Court’s opinion, “frustrate the goal of encouraging
joint state/federal enforcement of Title VII”265 and “[s]uch a disruption of the enforcement
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scheme contemplated by Title VII would, in violation of Section 514(d), "modify" and "impair"
federal law.”266 As a result, in the Court’s view, ERISA section 514(d) does not preempt state
anti-discrimination where they provide the same protections as those provided for in federal antidiscrimination laws.267
Notably, however, in a decision that continues to control over ERISA preemption cases,
Justice Blackmun addressed how the ERISA statute would treat state anti-discrimination laws
that prohibit conduct which is currently legal under federal law.268 Justice Blackmun noted that
where “state laws prohibit employment practices that are lawful under Title VII [and other
federal anti-discrimination laws269] . . . pre-emption would not impair Title VII within the
meaning of Section 514(d).270 Although Title VII does not itself prevent States from extending
their nondiscrimination laws to areas not covered by Title VII . . . it in no way depends on such
extensions for its enforcement.”271
To explain its reasoning for this decision, the Court reasoned that although Title VII did
not preempt state anti-discrimination laws that proscribed additional forms of discrimination or
extended the reach of Title VII protections, since Title VII does not depend on the state’s antidiscrimination laws in these cases for enforcement, such state laws are preempted by ERISA
without violating Section 514(d), which only provides that federal law must not be “construed to
alter, amend, modify, invalidate, impair, or supersede [federal anti-discrimination law]”.272 The
force behind this decision is again based on the Congressional intent expressed during the
passage of ERISA to establish benefit plans “as exclusively a federal concern”273 and to
“minimize[] the need for interstate employers to administer their plans differently in each State
in which they have employees.”274
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The Shaw decision contains a number of practical effects on the American workplace,
and, more specifically, employment discrimination law.275 As a result of this decision, ERISA
Section 514(d) will preempt state anti-discrimination employment laws that legislate in areas
beyond the coverage of federal fair employment laws.276 Therefore, in cases regarding ERISAgoverned plans, courts and states will first have to determine whether the employment practice
that is unlawful under the state law is also prohibited by federal law, and “[i]f they are not, the
state law will be superseded and the [EEOC] will lack authority to act.”277
As a result, provided that there is no federal legislation prohibiting employment
discrimination based on sexual orientation in the private sector, state anti-discrimination laws
prohibiting such discrimination are ineffective as applied to ERISA-governed plans, leaving
employers free to make such discriminatory actions.278 The Court rationalized the possibility
that this would allow employers to continue to discriminate in administering ERISA plans on
bases not prohibited by federal law, even if they are prohibited by state law, by stating:
To the extent that our construction of ERISA causes any problems in the
administration of state fair employment laws, those problems are the result of
congressional choice and should be addressed by congressional action. To give §
514(d) the broad construction advocated by appellants would defeat the intent of
Congress to provide comprehensive pre-emption of state law.279
E. The Current Status of ERISA Preemption Over State Anti-Discrimination Laws Prohibiting
Discrimination Based on Sexual Orientation
Despite the Travelers decision which somewhat narrowed the scope of ERISA
preemption,280 the legacy of Shaw continues to preside over ERISA litigation today, as
evidenced by Partners Healthcare System, Inc. v. Sullivan et al., a recent federal district court
decision in Massachusetts.281 Partners involved a Massachusetts state law prohibiting
discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation and associational sex discrimination in relation
to ERISA plans.282 Partners is one of, if not, the first case related to state sexual orientation anti-
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discrimination law and ERISA preemption, which held that ERISA preempted the Massachusetts
anti-discrimination law prohibiting discrimination based on sexual orientation.283
In Partners, Defendant Jason Webster (“Webster”) filed suit in part complaining of
reverse discrimination on the basis of his sexual orientation against Partners Healthcare System
Inc. (“Partners Healthcare”) over Webster’s ERISA plans.284 Webster, a heterosexual,
complained that Partners Healthcare discriminated on the basis of sexual orientation by
providing ERISA-governed benefits to same-sex domestic partners who shared financial
responsibility for a joint residence, but not providing the same benefits to domestic partners of
different genders.285 The district court adopted the 6th Circuit ruling in Vickers v. Fairfield
Medical Ctr.286 as persuasive authority that sexual orientation is not protected by Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964.287 After recognizing that Title VII does not proscribe Partners
Healthcare’s ERISA administration, even assuming it had discriminated on the basis of sexual
orientation, Judge Tauro, writing the majority opinion, noted that “the only correct action is for
this court is to enjoin the preempted state claims.”288 As a result, the court granted Partners
Healthcare’s summary judgment motion, prohibiting the defendants from “investigating or
adjudicating the question of the compliance of Plaintiff's ERISA benefit plans with
Massachusetts state sexual orientation . . . anti-discrimination law.”289
Professor Catherine L. Fisk, in a journal article discussing sexual orientation
discrimination in relation to ERISA-covered plans, noted that “[a] pervasive form of sexual
orientation discrimination in employment is the refusal of employers to provide fringe benefits to
same-sex domestic partners on the same terms as benefits are provided to spouses.”290 Professor
Fisk notes that even where states and local governments provide domestic partner benefits to
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state and city employees, most private sector employers assume that ERISA would preempt such
an application of law and therefore do not provide such benefits.291
Professor Fisk noted that the City of San Francisco, however, passed legislation in 1997
that prohibited sexual orientation discrimination in employment and required that city
contractors provide the same benefits to employees’ domestic partners as are provided to
employees’ spouses.292 United Airlines resisted providing domestic partner benefits to its
employees, and the Air Transport Association—the trade association for the principal U.S.
airlines—sued the City to invalidate the ordinance. The United States District Court for the
Northern District of California held, unsurprisingly, that ERISA preempted the parts of the
City’s ordinance that “related to” benefits covered by ERISA on the same basis as Shaw court
did.293
A similar case took place in Hawaii.294 In July 1997, the State of Hawaii enacted
legislation that required the extension of benefits to same-sex partners in the private and public
sectors.295 The law “allowed an unmarried adult to designate another unmarried adult as a
“reciprocal beneficiary” (“RB”), and the law required public and private employers to provide
legally designated RBs a variety of benefits on the same terms as spouses.”296 However, several
employers challenged the law in federal court, and United States District Judge David Ezra held
that the “health coverage for the partners of private employees” is preempted by ERISA, which
is a statute in place to ensure “uniformity in employee benefit laws from state to state.”297
CONCLUSION
In the United States’ employment at will system, protection from employment
discrimination requires proactive judicial or legislative action, which still has yet to protect all of
America’s workforce from employment discrimination.298 Statistics from a variety of accredited
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sources suggest that discrimination in employment against LGB individuals is pervasive
throughout the United States, including those states that do and do not prohibit such action.299
While employment discrimination based on sexual orientation is illegal in 23 states and
Washington D.C., in the other 27 states, absent local law to the contrary, it is perfectly legal for
employers to discriminate against individuals in hiring, promotion, wages, and benefits, even
explicitly, on the basis of their sexuality.300
One of the main purposes of this Note is to shed light on an area of law that has been
largely overlooked. There is a hidden gap in the United States’ anti-discrimination laws, which
allows employers, their benefits directors, and or plan administrators to discriminate—whether
intentionally or not—on the basis of sexual orientation when managing employee benefit plans
covered by ERISA without any federal, state, or local culpability or repercussion.301 The
aforementioned cases demonstrate that this is the case even where the state itself—where the
employer is located—prohibits discrimination based on sexual orientation.302 Thus, even in the
23 states that prohibit such discrimination,303 employers may discriminate with respect to
ERISA-governed employee benefit plans, a broad definition which includes pension plans and
welfare benefit plans which provide health benefits, disability benefits, death benefits, prepaid
legal services, vacation benefits, day care centers, scholarship funds, apprenticeship and training
benefits, or other similar benefits.304
While Congress’ purposes in creating a broad ERISA preemption clause were to create a
nationally uniform policy for ERISA-governed plans305 and regulate them “as exclusively a
federal concern,”306 it had the effect of forestalling progressive social reform in relation to the
rights of the lesbian, gay, and bisexual community in the workplace. This is especially so
considering the legacy of the United States Supreme Court’s decision in Shaw, wherein the
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Supreme Court held that state anti-discrimination laws that exceed current federal law
protections are preempted by ERISA so far as they “relate to” ERISA-governed plans.307
While the Employment Non-Discrimination Act’s future is presently unclear, it appears
that there is only one course of action that can feasibly be taken to ensure that state prohibitions
on employment discrimination against LGB individuals on the basis of their sexuality are fully
effective to achieve their purpose in eradicating sexual orientation discrimination in employment.
This requires noting two important considerations: first, considering that States and
municipalities are powerless to prohibit discriminatory practices in the administration of ERISAgoverned plans after Shaw v. Delta Airlines, Inc.,308 the resolution of this issue can only be
effectuated by federal Congressional action309; and second, considering Congress’ judiciallyrecognized intent that ERISA plans be governed by only federal—as opposed to state—antidiscrimination laws in order to ensure a singular, comprehensive body of law governing
employee benefit plans,310 it appears that the only way to fully protect LGB individuals in
employment is to create federal legislation prohibiting employment discrimination based on
sexual orientation as opposed to amending ERISA.
Regardless of whether such a bill is passed as its own law or whether Title VII is
amended to include sexual orientation, it is clear that the only means to fill the hidden gap
enabling employers to continue to discriminate on the basis of sexual orientation is through
federal legislative action. Such a law would not only allow state anti-discrimination laws to
stand in court as applied to ERISA-governed plans, but it would also enable individuals living in
states without such protections to hold their employers accountable for prejudicial and
discriminatory conduct which continues to persist in present-day American society.
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